
Hello Everyone, 

       As we approach the Memorial Holiday weekend I would like to update everyone with the status of the project. The 
amount of traffic coming through the closed road is still manageable. We have met with the local law enforcement 
agencies and determined that if the situation with the speed and volumes of cars going through the project they may 
patrol it more frequently to help keep us and the people that need to use the road safe. If you must use the road please 
slow down through the construction area. 

We have finished with the replacement of the drainage and storm sewer pipes throughout the project. There are several 
trenches that are filled with road gravel and will be maintained as best as possible. 

The grading contractor is finishing with the work that he can do on the south end of the project and will be moving to 
the north end of the project, namely Morrisey Dr., O’Connor Dr. and Commerce Ct./Dr. next week. We are going to have 
a high level of activity in these areas with trucks and heavy equipment and therefore delays in these areas should be 
expected. Traffic will be flagged through these areas as the crews are working and people could also experience delays 
during the busy traffic times, so please allow a couple of extra minutes when traveling through. The area that is going to 
be the most affected is going to be the Commerce Ct/Dr area as we prepare for the new median curb and gutter. There 
will most likely restrictions on the left turns coming from and going into Commerce once we start as the equipment is 
large and has to be there to do the work. Once the work operation is complete we will move the equipment and restore 
what movements we can. At this time I am not sure what the time table is for the new connection of Commerce Ct. , if 
you would like that information please contact the City of Elkhorn and they can provide the up to date information. I am 
attaching an alternate route into Commerce Ct/Dr. The placement of curb & gutter is scheduled to start on the project 
starting soon after. 

I would like to tell you more about the schedule for the summer, however due to a delay by utility companies the 
contractor has had to continually adjust the schedule to try and keep the work operations moving forward. As the 
schedule becomes known with an amount of certainty I will send out up dates. 

As people needing to travel through the project, I ask that they slow down, move over and be patient. If there is anyone 
that could benefit from this email please forward it to them or send me there email address if they wish. 

  

Thank You, 

 Matthew Smith 

Engineering Specialist Advanced 

STH 67 Construction Project 

262-336-8171 Field Office 

 

 


